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cruise” and “You don’t need a mask.” House
Speaker Nancy Pelosi wandered around Chinatown in San Francisco on February 24, hugged
possible voters (who would prefer not to be
touched by anyone with a refrigerator that cost
more than their car) and gushed, “There’s no
reason tourists or locals should be staying away
from the area because of coronavirus concerns.”
Former VP Joe Biden disagreed with
Trump’s fast lockdown of flights from China in
February and tweeted: “We are in the midst of
a crisis.... We need to lead the way with science—not Donald Trump’s record of hysteria,
xenophobia, and fearmongering. He is the
worst possible person to lead our country
through a global health emergency.” Now it’s
tough to find any country that fared better
than ours during this worldwide pandemic.
Within weeks, Fauci had changed his
tune, saying, “It’s not safe to go out, send children to school, or work without social distancing.” At the same time, he graced the
cover of Style magazine, smiling broadly while
lounging on a comfy couch at the edge of his
swimming pool. Millions were still out of
work with no income. Suicide, spousal and
child abuse, drug overdose and depression
took over. Serious operations were delayed.
Cancers went undiagnosed. Too many sweatsoaked, hard-built businesses were forced to
close and will never reopen. Fauci also
advised, “No Thanksgiving dinners.” San
Francisco Gov. Gavin Newsome told his 39.5
million serfs, “If you go to a restaurant, keep
your mask on between bites.”
That is insane, yet technocrats continue to
salivate over their power to control us, the
frightened, huddled masses. Gov. Cuomo of
New York killed more old people with bad
decisions than anyone else in the nation. Massively overtaxed businesses are leaving New
York in droves due to fast increasing crime,
riots, private property destruction, looting and
lockdowns. Cuomo begged: “Please, please
come back. I’ll cook.” (All “no bail” cities and
states have similar exploding crime.)
Years ago, I lingered by Dickens’ tombstone in Poets’ Corner in Westminster Abbey.
Dickens died on June 8, 1870, and now I wonder what he would say about America in 2020.
I think it would be: “It was the worst of times,
it was the age of foolishness, it was the epoch
of incredulity, it was the season of Darkness.”
With the right result on election day, we just
might go the other way and relive the best of
times, the age of wisdom, and a superlative
season of light. n
P.S.: Now you might want to consider the
sidebar, “The Paradoxical Commandments.”
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